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I have a great plan for making some money for the chapter: 
we can set up a separate company to sell RAIN and other BAD 
WEATHER ! ~en all we have to do is schedule a fly-in or buzz-in 

~ and we c~.tbO% guarantee that we'll have some detestable weather 
,,\!( . · tfiat d'ay. That's all there is to it. 
• . 

Our scheduled buzz-in at McKinney Muni on May 1st looked like 
it was going to be under the curse too, up until mid-afternoon and 
as a result most everyone gave up and said, "We'll try again next 
week, etc." 

About 3:00 PM,tho', it started getting a little better, so I 
charged out there in the T-18 and when I got out there at 3:30 
there were three chapter airplanes already there besides the two 
based there. LARRY GRIMM's CavAlier took off just before I landed 
and KEN LARSON was taxiing out in his Buecker Jungmeister. The 
weather at Addison was sti ll a little fuzzy when I took off there, 
but by the time I was five miles North it was pretty wide open. At 
McKinney there was nothing but a high broken deck at 10,000 ft. It 
was so good that KEN had room to practice his aerobatic routine over 
in the aerobatic box practice area and so we got an unscheduled treat 
for almost a half-hour. 

FRANCIS RICHARDSON was there in his brand new T-18, as was CHARLEY 
GRANT in his Starduster I, and RICKEY WALKER and T.J. HENSLEY had their 
newly restored Luscombe there, too. In a few minutes JOHN AUSTIN came 
taxiing in in his Sonerai and soon he and LARRY GRIMM landed and joined 
our fly-in line up. 5 minutes later a little orange colored bullet was 
on downwind and it wasn' t long before DORMAN HINCHLIFFE's Cassutt came 
taxiing around the corner of the hangar so we finally had 9 Chapter 
airpl anes there in spite of the g~oomy weather. 

BOB GEREN's Howard DGA should have been there too, but there was a · 
last minute item on the battery box that the FAA wanted done before 
giving him the green light for the first flight. He'll be there for 
the next one, tho', for sure. KEN KREBAUM's Pitts lives at McKinney 
Muni too, but he couldn' t be there, so they didn't roll it out of the 
hangar 
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We had also hoped to get a look at REX BECHDOLT's new Varieze, but 
I guess that will have to wait until the next clam bake, too. MONROE 
MCDONALD's BD-4 was down for some fuel tank work, but it will be flying 
again tpis week. 

JIM YOUNG didn't bring the Fly BabY.,as he was very busy covering 
the wings of his Hiperbipe. It's a shot in the arm to get started on 
the first step of the home stietch (even if the end is still in the 
distance) and 'ol Jim is fairly overflowing with the old adrenalin. 
CLAIR BUTON, whose Hiperbipe project isn't too far behind Jim's, was 
also on hand to help and to pick up any little tidbits of technique for 
future reference (A mighty good way to get valuable experience and give 
a buddy a helping hand at the same time). 

BOB and PEGGY CUTLER and their "Spirit of Poverty" (the Super
Clipper ) would normally have been the first ones on the scene, but they 
gave up early on the weather and instead they drove (ugh) over to the 
Pate Museum of Transportation, where they were having an antique auto 
auction that day. 

FRANCIS RICHARDSON was all smiles to be there with his new T-18 . 
He now has less than 10 hours TT on it and already he's been to two 
fly-ins with it! This was his second T-18 and it's been a long haul 
getting this one in the air. Too many other things had to take first 
priority along the way. He started this one very shortly after giving 
up a 25 year career in the Air Force. The first thing that got in the 
way was going back to school and finishing up his college degree. 
Later, when his job in Iran (as a technical field rep for Northrop) 
came to a screeching halt he went to work for TI at their Love Field 
Maintenance and Experimental Facility. The fuselage had been on the 
gear for quite awhile by this time and the engine had been hung. It 
was at this time that he and I built two sets of T-18 folding wings 
simultaneously. 

He moved back to his Dennison home at that time and started re
modeling the house inside and out, adding a couple of bedrooms, etc. 
The daily commuting to Love Field got old after awhile, so he 
transferred to the TI plant at Sherman. Since then he's been going 
to school three nights a week to get his degree in electronics and 
thru all of this the airplane sat and got pretty dusty. It was only 
on occasional weekends that he could manage to get in an hour or so 
of work .on it. It all paid off in the end, tho'. When he took the 
airplane to the airport it was ALL ready to fly. Every little 
detail was taken care of before he moved on to the next one. 

Francis had also overhauled his engine while building up the 
airframe, but until he got it to the airpo.rt it hadn't been run, so 

· befo re he called the FAA for his final inspection the engine got a 
thorough ground running and a little adjustment of the idle mixtur e 
was all that was necessary. 

The FAA inspection went in a breeze, but Francis had to suffer 
through two straight weeks of bad weather before he could find a two 
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hour period when the wind was light and down the runway and sky 
conditions were good enough for him to do a few stalls, etc. Finally, 
tho', the big moment came and as you might guess, it went off without a 
hitch. He still hasn't laid a wrench on anything. He still has 
upholstery to install and the rest of his gear fairing is in the 
process now. 

When you see his T-18 at our next buzz-in you'll get to see a one
of-a-kind airplane, too. He has built a smooth flowing metal "canopy" 
around the cockpit that is pleasing to the eye. Inlet and egress are 
via forward opening doors. No small feat in themselves, as they 
contain considerable compound curvature of door frames and the plexi
glass windows. Lay a sharp eyeball on them at the next gathering of 
the clan. We'll look forward to hearing Francis tell the troops all 
about it at an upcoming meeting. 

I was impressed with DORMAN HINCHLIFFE's Cassutt at Lancaster and 
again at McKinney. It's an unusually fine example of craftsmanship not 
ordinarily seen in the Formla I Midget Racer class. Most of the ones 
you see are built to race only, so their very spartan interiors are 
strickly utilitarian to save every ounce of weight. Exterior paint is 
the absolute minimum, too. Dorman's is a sportplane, period. It not 
only has a good looking paint scheme and an excellent finish, it also 
has an interior that won' t take a backseat to anyone's. 

I wrote about that super slick little rudder trim system that is 
the ultimate in simplicity, but I didn't expound on his fuel system at 
that time. On his panel you'll see four tiny green lights arrnaged 
vertically with engraved lettering alongside each light. This tiny 
sub-panel is only 1 x 2 1/2 inches and is his f uel q uantity 
gauge and is extremely accurate. This miniaturized sub-panel is in 
keeping with the rest of his panel, which features a considerable 
number of instruments that are slightly over 2 " in diameter. Midget 
Racer panels are pretty small to begin with (not much larger than an 
open book) so space is at a premium. 

Each one of these tiny lights is electrically tied to it's own 
float inside the tankc As each one of these floats ri ses vertically to 
a preset level it bridges across an open circuit and turns on the 
particular light and thus is very accurate. Most aircr~ft fuel gauges 
are activated by a float that moves in an arc of a circle, not 
vertically, so unless the tank is rectangular in shape a true linear 
reading isn't possible. Vertical type floats that mechanically 
activate a gauge present installation problems, but Dorman's setup very 
handily gets around that. 

He also has a back-up in case his electrical system fails. It's a 
fuel flow meter that registers the RATE of fuel burn in lbs. per hour. 
Its actuated by a tiny turbine wheel just upstream of the fuel filter, 
which in turn runs a tiny hydraulic pump that pressure operates the F/F 
gauge in the same manner that a hydraulic pressure gauge is operated. 
The two systems are so accurate that Dorman can tell the liJ1e boy to a 
tenth of a gallon how much fuel it will take to fill the tank. It's 
even more accurate than their pump gauges. 
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Dorman 's Cassutt is no slouch in the speed· department, even tho' he's · 
pretti ed and heavted it up some. Most of the Formula I types will hit 
between 230 to 250 mph on t he straightaways, but they turn their 100 hp 
eng ines.in the , 3500-4000 rpm range and are using specially pitched 
props that are thinned down to dangerously thin blade cross section. 
When that much extra horsepower is pulled you can see what it does to 
engine life and reliability. 

Incident~lly, the 66 pq. ft. of wing area that's specifi ed in the 
PRPA rules for Formula I is the mi nimum allowed and naturally everyone 
uses the minimum. fhis also dictates that the airplane will have a 
high stall speed in addition to paring fuselage size down t o a mini- · 
mum to maximize drag reduction. This in turn makes them quick as a 
snake on the ground, so inexperienced tail dragger pilots with slow 
reactions or a ham foot can get in deep trouble in the twinkling of an 
eye. 

Toe Cas.sutts are somewhat boxy looking mid-wings and have beeri 
built -in· considerable .numbers over the last 30 years. They were 
designed by TOM CASSUTT a former TWA pilot and old friend of mine •. 
Years ago,, he and I were visiting a mutual friend in Kansas City while 
we were ori la~yove,r there and. Tom brought a-long .a ~I'.ude sketfchJ of His -1 > 
new design that he had drawn a few hours ear.lier. A fe\!i shor-t 'fflonths-' - · 1 
later he was flying it. His design talent was such that many categor
ized him. as ~ genius that reduced everything to- the ultimate~ in sim-L 
plic_i ty._ ~ "1h_ 'a,iy case he was , very colt(pe._teht -in that , fiefd. •I Tomi is· now ··. j 

retireq ·=i~d ; ~ives· ~.n San ._Ant<:>rlo and I usua'.ll'y qet tt1 -see thf-m ,oncer- a · '• '· j 

year at;✓ iour J}W Reg 1onc;tl Fly , 1n~. . . , _J-~ ,~ ,- • 
1 • 

1 · 
1 

i2c
1 . ,.· ,, , __ r1 .... .. . 

Interestingly, ~lie: 66 sq. ft •. i_s eKactly the ·, same-1 ,as the ~21 haS','PJ..• P 
( and ttieJ va·riez~ .and Long_eze, too , I .thjnk) -$0 those -of you that ·' 1 9 

noticed the Q-2 tp_ok over· twice tb.e takeoff and I-anding roll - Elista·nce-=r<.,i,• li 

as the ' Dr~go~fly d1d at Oshkosh last y~ar now. know thee rea-son.· The 
Dragonfly has 100 sq. ft. of wing vs. the-,Q-2!s.,66, thus the wing load- ~ 
ing comes out about 30% higher. This also means the Dragonfly would _ 
have a greater rate .and angle . of .9lim.b · with equ9d. '- -hor•sepower. - B~gB~i" 
wing loading , isn't bad by itse~-t unless it's accompan-i-ed- by a higher .,"<. 1 

dra"g ' factor. J;t slmply mean$ you'll have .to have -lon~et runways : and·: nc'!f 1 5 

close up obstacles in the initial climb path • .:. If .. "it wete pt>ssible ' to ' 
sque~i~ ~· pa~~enger into a Formula. I midg;t racer and- reduci thel ! •~ l ~ ~ 
horsepowe ~ from 100 down to 6!?-70 , you would ha'7e·, an efficient air
plane that would scoot along in cruise, but use up more real estate 
on the takeoff and landing. If you reduce the wing area you increase J 
the ' top speed AND the stall speed. 

In such a choice between airplanes, it's a matter of where you 

l 

want to set your . lo~ and high speed brackets and which 1 bracket is ·-b~st ,. 
suited to your personal ability as a · pilot . This in , tu£n .,will set your J_ 
minimum · runway length and dictate your rate of climb, all else being )~ . JI 
equ~ 1 • ..J ~ • :>1 • w 

., 
' While we are doing some analyzing, ,let's take .. a pot shot ·#at a 

MYTH that's bee? around aviation for a -long time. -It goes like this, 
"An airplane with a wide (conventional) gear is more r~sistan t to 
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ground looping than one with a narrow gear.• Not so! Just the reverse 
is true. If you sit down and draw out what happe s when the tail wheel 
tries to get up ahead of the main wheels (as it naturally •wants• to do 
because of its relation to the CG) you can see that not onl~ is.a wide 
gear more susceptable to starting a ground loop, it's much less'likely 
to be controllable in one! The only real virtue of a wide gear in such 
a situation is that it is probably somewhat less prone to go over on 
its back. Some of the worst airplanes in the •old days• were those 
with wide gears and relatively ~hort distances to the tail wheel. The 
number of degrees the main gear axle is ahead of the· CG, the location 
of the vertical CG, the ratio of gear width to the distance to the tail 
wheel, the relative weight on the tail wheel, and the angle of attack 
of the wing in the three point position, are_ all factors that bear on 
how well an airplane behaves on the ground. 

In the days that airplanes had no brakes they had to rely on the 
friction of the tail skid to decelerate after landing, so they moved 
the main wheels forward to put more weight on the skid. In order to 
get a big prop on those slow turning OX-5 engines they jacked up the 
front end to get ground clearance. In order to get lift quickly to get 
out of tiny fields the wing was set very close to its stalling angl e 
(about 15 degrees). This in itself can make an airplane a mean actor 
on the ground when big gobs of rough air start coming off the wing 
roots on the initial landing roll and hit the vertical tail surfaces. 
The DC-2 was a classic example of this. The only sure way to control 
it on landings was to give one of the engines a quick squirt of power 
if you ever let the nose move as much as 10 degrees. Besides that, it 
had lousy brakes. They corrected most of those things on the DC-3 
even tho' you didn't go to sleep on T/O or LOG. It was a hundred times 
better behaved than the DC-2. 

Another very efficient little airplane we haven't mentioned for 
awhile is the RV-3 and one of our members, CHARLEY FREEMAN, has his for 
sale. This is the airplane I ferried back from London in mid-winter 
for Charley a few years back and is a fine looking airplane. With the 
150 hp engine it had then it would do better than 210 top. It now has 
a beautifully balanced 160 boss in it that's smooth as silk. I flew it 
at Kerville in '80 and it's a joy to fly. It rolls almost as fast as a 
Pitts, is well behaved on the ground, and has a better than 4:1 ratio 
between stall and top speed (the hallmark of design excellence). 
Besides all that, it's lines are probably the most graceful of any 
sportplane around. 

If you're still wondering why they had some accidents with them, 
it's been found that poor building procedures, in combination with 
excessive G pullups at high speed, were the real culprits. A suggested 
beefup fix has been sent out to plans holders. 

We have still another brand new Chapter airplane waiting in t he 
. wings to make it's debut. It's the Varieze built by that guy tha t 

everybody loves, FRANK POPLAWSKI1 down at Ennis. I haven't had a chance 
to get down there and see it, but several chapter members have seen it 
and report that it's as you might expect from Pop- a creampuff. It's 
all signed off and ready to fly, so now it's down to time for Pop to 
start taxiing it and getting the feel of it. A wrist stick takes a 
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little getting used to, so Pop will be doing lots of taxiing for the 
next week or so. We'll all be anxiously waiting to see it at a futur e 
fly-in. In case you didn't know, Pop is the Poplawski of the signature 
you' ll see back on the tail of executive airplanes that have just had 
one of tnose super-beautiful paint jobs (that are a legend in aviation 
ci rcles). His craftsmanship in paint has brought him world wide ac
claim for the past quarter century, so now you know what to expect in 
the way of detail perfection when you see his Varieze. 

For years Pop was working out of his home and hangar at Blue 
Mo und Airport (about 10 mi. NE of Ft. Worth Meacham Field). I remem
ber we had a fly-in there in the early 60's and Pop had a model there 
o f his "dream" design, a fiberglass airplane. It looked like a Buck 
Rogers design then to us, but as I remember it, it wouldn't look at all 
out of place among today's crop of sleek, fiberglass airplanes. 

Now that his Va~ieze is finished, you might get the idea that he's 
now out of projects, especially if I told you that he was retiring and 
turning his business over to his son. And if I told you he'd sold his 
prize-winning Mooney Mite, that he's cherished for so many years, you 
might think he'd settled down to his rocking chair and the Varieze., 

Well, if you did you just don't know Pop. Hard work with his 
hands has always been a joy of life that he has always radiated with 
such exuberance, making him one of the most likable people you'll 
ever meet. Airplane work in particular has been the wine of his life, 
and so it's perfectly logical that he would continue savoring its taste 
as long as he was . physically able. That's why it's so logical that he 
would buy a 'Glasair~ kit from a fellow in West Texas recently. Knowing 
Pop all these years I know that he can just barely contain his enthus
iasm to get started on the Glassair. Oh yes, flying the Varieze will 
be a momentary excitement and pleasure to him, but his real haEfSines s 
wil l be when he starts work on the Glassair. 

That's an interesting airplane. If its performance claims are 
verified when the first few examples show up at OSH, no doubt it will 
be a VERY popular design. BOB KIRK is another chapter member who has a 
Glassair kit, but due to a business trip to China and other commitments 
that took up his time, he hasn't gotten started, but very soon he and 
BILL LAWLER will get underway on it. Bob's hangar is over on the SW 
corne r of Addison where most of the homebuilt gang are. 

This month's Supreme Patience Award has to go to A.D. MCDONALD. 
A.D. has been going thru all the agonizing and time consuming little 
detail items of building his Sonerai II for many, many months that have 
turned into years. I really don't know how long it has been since he 
rented part of BOB CUTLER' s han9~r next door to us and set up shop in 
i t, but it's been a long time. When Bob bought the other half of our 
?angar from JIM PATTERSON he moved over there with Bob. I remember 
months going by and one couldn't see much progress, but he kept pecking 
away. Installing controls took weeks to get right. Engine teardown 
and modification ate up more weeks. Then the fuel system took more 
time to get right. Then came the instrument panel with all of its 
plumbing and wiring problems. More and more time. A.D. meticulously 
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painted every square inch of tubing in the fuselage and the tail group 
with an artist-type airbrush (about the size of a fountain pen) and 
you can imagine the time and effort involved in sandblasting and get
ting the tubing ready to receive paint. 

One' of the easier jobs he's tackled has been assembling his wings . 
The built-up metal spars took some time to fabricate of course, but 
once he had the spars and ribs in the jig and fitted the metal skin it 
was downhill. Installing the pop-type rivets with his pneumatic tool 
was duck soup and was only a couple of hours per wing panel. The wing 
panels are finished now and ready for flight once the fuselage is 
complete. 

Along the way he changed over from the original mid-wing configur
ation to the low wing. (This is a newer option offered by John Monnett 
on the Sonerai series.) It makes an even better looking airplane than 
the mid-wing in some people's opinion. I always thought his mid-wings 
had exceptional eye appeal anyway. Low wings have better visibility, 
are easier to get in and out of, and usually the carry-thru spar is 
under your knees in the cockpit. Mid-wings are usually a little 
faster, tho', so you takes yer cherce, as our Eastern cousins would 
say. 

Now A.D. will be covering the fuselage and with fabric. Then 
comes painting, installing the canopy, etc. but there is light at the 
end of the tunnel and one of these days it'll all be worth it and 
chapter members can stoke! up their dreams by admiring another example 
of a good looking and well built sportplane. 

Down the hangar line a ways, DALE BROOKS and CHRIS are still 
patiently toiling away on the restoration of the Buecker Junq{!\ann _ 
Getting a steel tubing fuselage ready for fabric can run into months 
and years it seems. Add four all-wood wings with hundreds of little 
parts to that, with many of those parts needing repair, replacement, 
reglueing, and re-varnishing, and you can begin to see why months will 
roll by in the process. More on this one later, too. 

***** SLIPS AND SKIDS DEPARTMENT ***** 

RICK ALEXANDER has his Dragonfly plans and is sending off orders 
for material, getting his workshop ready, etc •••••• DON BOCKBRADER has 
his T-18 _plans now with the folding wing and wide body mod plans on the 
way. His solution to the workshop to build it is to put up a 10'x20'x 
8' steel storage building, with full doors in each end for full flow
thru ventilation in hot weather. After the airplane is built · it can 
still be a good home workshop or whatever, too •••••• ,~N REID is also 
getting geared up to build a folding wing T-18 and is in the plans 
ordering stage now ••••• RON BOSTIC's T-18 fuselage is now complete in 
the first phase and ready to be dimpled before being flush riv~ed ••••• 
KEN HAMILTON's T-18 fuselage is just a little ahead of Ron's and he, 
too, will be riveting it in early summer. He also just ordered the 
rest of his wing parts and control system, so he's all fired up to get 
with it •••••• Seeing the three T-18's at McKinney got BOB and CHARLENE 



CLARK all fired up to whip up the horses on their T-18 project. Bob 
just received his physical to get caught up on some flying this summer 
and Cha rlene is going thru a ground school as a prelim to her starting 
her flying lessons • ••••• Our Prez, JOHN HARAST, has just finished get
t ing his Lark annuall ed~ He has managed to get in a couple of hours 
since then and it's just in time, too. He was on the verge of breaking 
o ut in a rash (that too many days without flying causes). Look at the 
Lark at our next fl y-in. It's a very rare bird that evolved from the 
Culver Cadet. The Cadet was designed by Al Mooney and was the first 
lightplane to be built with a ret ractable gear and was very fast for 
its time. The Lark was a post-wa r version of the PQ-14RC drones used 
in wartime, and has a fixed tricycle gear •••••• Also at our next fly-
in you'll see a T-18 that's gonna knock your eyes out. VERN PEPPARD 
has had his T-18 completely repainted out at Aero-Country and the color 
scheme is very close to the one on "KONG" (that was a prize winner at 
OSH 2 yrs. ago). He also has a fancy new instrument panel, that KEN 
HAMILTON designed and installed for him, which is full IFR. The new 
upholste ry is also very tasteful and luxuriousl y done. Vern tucks it 
under the wing of his turboprop KingAir in his hanger over on the e ast 
side of Addison •••••• CLARENCE WAY, our V.P., has just completed the 
annual on his Fly Baby, with BILL LAWLER doing the honors for him. 
He's also in the middle of some wing re-work on his Swift ••••• BILL 
LAWLER is going to have a famous guest in his hanger at Addison very 
soon. It's BOB HOOVER 's canary yellow P-51! Yes, the same one Bob 
used at so many airshows to thrill many, many thousnads with the 
aerobatic routines in it. Bob will fly in on May 15th and leave it 
with Bill for several days while he does an airshow in St. Louis wi th 
the Shrike Commander, so get your cameras ready •••••• While you're out 
the re at the hanger s you can see JIM YOUNG's Hiperbipe getting covered, 
too. His wings are covered now and by the time you're out there you'll 
probably see the fuselage at least partly covered. Also , take a look 
at the "rotisserie" that Jim has built to easily rotate the fuselag e 
for access while working. It's pretty slick •••••• I meant to mention 
that VERN PERRARD has a new Stormscope in his KingAir and to say he's 
delighted with it is quite an understatement. With it and the color 
radar he can find the soft spots in violent weather areas and pick his 
way around them. I got a chance to see the Stormscope in action a few 
years back when I rode up to OSH with FRANK HAILE in his Bonanza and 
I'm really sold on it. Unstabil ized r ada r is of little value in pene
trating areas where only a few narrow, safe corridors exist. To stabi
lize the antenna is very expens ive and it still requires a high degree 
of skill to become proficient with it. The Stormscope has none of the 
drawbacks and is re latively inexpensive . I'd like to see one at every 
private airport in the U.S. and in every control tower, approach 
control room, and ATC facility. It's the best tool for thunderstorm 
avoidance that' s come along in many years. You'll soon see TV stations 
using them (in addition to the ir radars) and they will then have a 
truly effective tool to pinpoint dange rous weather for public warn ing. 

CHARLEY GRANT 's Starduster I has been seen so often and at so many 
airports around her e that it's proved to be an inspiration for seve ral 
people it seems. Charley tells me that there is a group of about five 
that are ready to gang up and build a gaggle of them, starting very 
soon. Well, there's somethi ng about a biplane that causes the spir it 
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of man to soar •••••• 

By the timP. you have read this you will have received an invita
tion to a hangar party given by LEW SHAW to honor .RICH GARDNER as h e 
reti res. Ricn ·just recently got out of the hospital for a serious 
abdominal operati on and during the hospital stay he was told the tumor 
was malignant. He will be starting chemotherapy the week after his 
re tirement party , so he won't feel much like a party at that time. As 
we mentioned last month, Rich has served long and with distinction as 
our first Designee and many of us owe him a debt of gratitude, so we 
all join Lew in wish ing him the very best of everything, along with our 
prayers for his recovery. 

As you also know by now that al l of the local area EAA members 
recently received a letter from EAA HQ about a Headquarters Contingent 
being the focal point of a very important meeting at Ft. Worth on May 
13th. TOM POBEREZNY called me one morning to see if there had been 
time to get the event properly organized to insure an adequate 
participation. 

As a result of our discussion it was decided to cancel that meet
ing and re-schedul e it for mid-July, so another letter was sent out· to 
that effect. When that date is finalized you will receive still 
another letter with full details. Very possibly a Dallas area meeting 
will be set up in addition to a Ft. Worth one. 

Here's what it's all about: This is a fund raising campaign to 
provide an orderly program to begin construction on the EAA Museum 
at OSH. To raise the money to go ahead on it will require not only the 
combined efforts of part of EAA members everywhere, but also a healthy 
amount of partic ipation by various industries. 

Next month we'll cover the subject in greater depth in HangAr 
Echoes, but in the meantime I'd like to leave you with a thought that 
might be a new view. An audio-visual studio is planned to prepare 
both video tapes and films. This is the wave of the future, not only 
for chapter programs, but also for educat ional and public TV. Here we 
have the tools to REALLY train people to build airplanes. It is the 
perfect bridge between the designer and the builder. Give the idea 
some thought. Perhaps you might want to indulge your imagination along 
this line. If so, drop me a line or give me a call. 

********************* 
Due to the short notice we have to print the newsletter today (Monday, May 
24th, the day before our Tuesday meeting) we didn't have time to gather 
ub the President's and the Vice President's pages and make plates for 
printing tonight. Also, our wants and Disposals page will be missing this 
month only for the same reason. However CHARLEY CARR called me and told 
me that due to recent financial reverses in his business that his nose is 
to the grindstone and he can't find the time to finish up his (excellent-Ed) 
nearly complete Skybolt project. He would like to find someone to sell half 
interest to, someone that does have the time to jump in and finish it. He's 
been on it 7 years now and would like to get it flying for awhile and then 
possibly he and his new partner would see fit to sell it . It will take an 
investment in the lOK range and he'd like to also find someone with a 
reasonable level of flight experience. The airplane has been signed off 
for cover by the FAA and really doesn't lack much work before it could 



project, so here's a c hance for someone to get in on a tine bipe 
project fo r about material cost and not have to go through al l t he 
time consuming part of it. If you thi'nk you might be interested, you 
might give Charley a call and go over all the ifs, ands , a nd wherefores 
with him. His work nember is (214) 931-0340 and his home phone is (214) 
596-3720. He lives at 1708 Lakeside Ln. in Plano. 

I was out flying with chapter member, Bruce Lane, the other day, giving 
him a.little cross-country dual refresher in a C-172 and in our travels 
we landed at Ennis and guess who we spotted across the runway? None 
other than the Happy Airplane Builder himself, Poplawski! He was just 
about to close the hangar doors and go home and he couldn't quite figure 
out who that was in the 172 when we taxied up. Anyway we got to take a 
look at his ready-to-fly Varieze. As I had suspected, it•s beautiful. I 
think it's best described by that old Texas expression, "Sl i cker'n 
slobber on a doorknob"! His panel and interior are equally as nice, too. 
He has been taxiing it quite a lot, he says, and is very-plezed with its 
controllability and directional stability, so far. IT is signed off now 
and can legally be flown anytime Pop feels he is ready. He has decided 
to put new mags on it first before he flies, as the present ones don't 
quite suit him.Anyway it won't be too long until we'll be seeing another 
fine new varieze. as we get into our fly-in season in earnest. Pop also 
has a Longeze kit and a Glasair kit there in the hangar and he is ready 
to get with it on them next. 

Speaking of fly-ins, Jim Rushing, called me the other day to tell me 
that the homeowners at Kitty Hawk Estates have decided to have a fly-in 
on Sunday afternoon,JUNE 25th, 1 pm until???. We will be invited via 
this newsletter, so get yer flyin' machine all ready. Hopefully, the 
monsoon season will be over by then and we can enjoy green grass and 
airplane talk to our heart's content. Bring your own lawn chairs, beach 
umbrellas, etc. We again hope to have a coke stand there, with all the 
profits to go to the Chapter treasury, but we do need a couple or three 
volunteers to take turns manning it. If you've never been there, go 
north on Highway 75 to Allen. About a mile north of Allen watch for the 
STACY ROAD EXIT. Turn left {West) and go about a mile and you will run 
right into the NE corner of the airport. The runway is 2100 ft. long, 
turf, and is unobstructed at each end. Airplanes will be parked on the 
west side of the runway, as in the past. 

Tne last couple or three hours I flew my T-18 I could feel a little 
something different in my engine that made me a little uneasy. After 
checking everything else out, BILL LAWLER and I ran a differential 
compression check. Sure enough, a couple of jugs were low, so we took 
them off and I carried them over to J1\Y'S AIRCRAFT on Denton Dr. and 
turned them over to Chapter member, BELA A.MBRUS, for bead blasting and 
inspection. I can't say enough about the quality of their work, their 
professionalism, and how nice they have treated me. They will do all or 
any part of engine tear down, cleaning, inspection, "mikeing", assembly, 
major or top overhaul, etc. and their prices for any of these operations 
are very fair and reasonable. If and when you have occasion for any of 
these operations I would highly recommend them for the way they do 
business. with no reservations. I hope to have my bird back flying in 
time to make the Dallas North buzz-in, so hope to see you all there. 

Dick 

Nope, I'm not going to comment on Braniff's demise. other than to say 
that it's a most painful subject.It will undoubtedly have a considerable 
effect on sportflying and EAA activities around the metroplex. There are 
a lot of EAA people that made their living as pilots, mechanics,etc. 
Exactly how this will affect those · of us that have already retired isn't 
known at this point, but we are worried. 

I ,II 
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Most of the present chapter 'I68 members do not know who Red Ferguson 
was. Probably most of you never even heard of him. He was one of the original 
charter members of Chapter I68 when it was organized on the porch of a 
little pilot lounge at the now defunct White Rock Airport. It was one of 
those friendly little airports where everyone knew everyone else. I first 
heard of Red in '53, when I asked someone at White Rock if they knew of 
someone competent to make a special part for my Cessna and was steered to 
Red's house just a few blocks away. I was told that that old man had a 
machine shop in his basement and coulA "make ~nything". He really could, too. 

That was the beginning of .a long and sincere friendship. I spent many 
hpurs with him after that,as he patiently taught me some of the things he 
had learned about building airplanes. I was designing and building a four 
place high wing, (tricycle gear) around the surplus 0-435 Lye. of I90 hp. It 
had a strut braced wood wing, back to back seating, swept tail., and an aft 
"windshield" years before Cessna adopted those features, and on paper it 
would cruise I65 mph. I had it up on the gear, with most of the wings built 
when I sold it and went head over heels for the T-I8. Here again Red gave 
me aliberal education in sheet metal work. He truly was a genius in every 
form of mechanical skill that he had occasion to use. He made his living 
bailing out machine designers for big companies. When they got stuck on the 
design of some new industrial machine they'd come to him and in a few days 
he'd have a tested machine in their hands. 

His expertise. was all the more remarkable when one learned that he 
had only learned to read and write after he got married and that he was 
.extrem~ly hard of hearing. I often wondered how he was able to amass a 
veritable encyclopedia of knowledge of crafts in his brain. His powers of 
observation were very keen, as was his concentration.I once spent 3 weeks 
digesting a Forest Products Lab treatise on the properties of wood and when 
I started to tell him about it he interrupted and sat me down and told meALJ... 
about wood. He not only knew everything I'd read about it, but much,much 
more. I was astounded. All I could ever get out of him was that he'd worked 
for a boat builder for awhile during the depression. 

As our friendship grew he confided many stories of his early life in me. 
He had grown up in a little town near Lubbock. In his late teens he bought 
a few parts from a WWI Jenny. He made a far better airplane out of what it 
was originally and he taught himself to fly it and soon launched into a 
barnstorming career with it. When marriage came into the picture he sold the 
airplane and took a series of steady jobs. When WWII came along he went to 
work £or the North American Corp. {now LTV)plant and soon became a roving 
supervisor and trouble shooter on AT-6 and P-5I production. When the war 
ended he went into business for himself as a tool designer and machinist. 
He had a variety o= airplanes then, a Howard DGA, a Stearman, etc.It was 
when I showed him a picture of the little Skyhopper that he fell in love. 
As he started to build the airplane he found many ways to make the design 
better and soon it only faintly resembled the original. S:e made •·?ld :1J.::.·ati~ 
~00linJ t~ builj a massive I beam 9ne_~eQe spar, with many laminations.He 
designed and built an oleo type landing gear, built his own wheels and brakes 
built his own tail wheel, his own adjustable pitch prop, designed and built 
his own fuel injector system when the factory one didn't suit him. I wrote 
an article about him for Spoct Aviation detailing his accompli shments and 
in it I summed it up by say1.ng,"Red built the entire airplane, with the 
exception of th1=? engine, instruments, and tires " . 

Not only was his "Ferguson Special" a trophy winner at Rockford and the 
apple of his eye, it was the first Dallas homebuilt in modern times. He had 
a heart of golj, belying agruff exterior. He was truly a diamond in the 

rough.We'll really miss ou d f · d r goo rien, Red. 
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· 1 LEA~EO ABOUT FLY'ING FROM THAT 

It was a typical winter day In Lubbock. Low ceilings, with drizzle and 
about eno~gh visibility to see the radiator ornament as I drove toward 
our airport. 

I had just soloed the day previoosly, and wasn't about to let the weather 
deter me from another exciting experience at the controls of an airplane. 
I admit that I was pretty proud of my accomplishments, -and had invited a 
good friend to ride with me. I planned to fly to a neighboring town about 
200 mi I es away where I knew there was a good res_taurant that put tomatoes 
on their hamburgers. 

On the way to the airport, my friend, Jerry Hale, expressed some worry 
about the trip. "Don't worry about a thi_ng," I reassured him, "I understand 
their hamburgers are excellent." 

When we arrived at the field, the drizzle had turned into a hard, steady rain. 
This concerned me a little, as I was wearing my brown and white shoes, and my 
wife had warned me about getting them muddy. We checked with the local operator 
and found that my regular airplane, a Cessna 120, was down for repairs . 

The operator was a good-hearted fellow though, and when he saw my disappoint
ment, he assigned me another one, N3441P, which turned out to be a Piper Apache. 
"It's practically the same as a 120," he told me when I discovered there was 
an extra engine. "Just remember, you have to pull the gear up." 

After a pre-ti ight check of the airplane (I noticed the tail wheel was missing , 
but didn't say anything to the operator for fear he would cancel the trip} 
we climbed aboard and began looking tor the starter. 

Just then the operator came running out to tell me there were severe thunder
storms at my destination. and warned me to be careful. I assured him I was 
not afraid of thunderstorms. 

The take-off was uneventful. but we did use what seemed to be a lot of runway 
for an airplane with two engines. Cl learned later, we had taken off downwind 
with parking brake on.) 

We climbed into a solid overcast at about 400 feet. This was a bad disappoint
ment, as I knew Jerry would have been interested in the scenery. The air was 
pretty smooth though, and except for the ice that kept forming over the 
wind~hi~ld. there was little to see. 

For a pilot with only six hours, I thought I handled the controls pretty smoothly, 
although, for some reason, things occasionally flew out of my pockets up to the 
root. Jerry didn't seem to notice. In fact, he kept staring straight ahead 
with a sort of glassy expression. I guess he was afraid of the height, as some 
non-pi lots are. 

After about an hour, I began to be concerned over the fact I could not see any
thing. It was going to be dltficult to spot other traffic around the airport 
at our destination and I hoped the other pilots would use a little good sense 
an~ keep a sharp eye in such bad weather. 
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It was obvious that I was going to have to get down lower If I wanted to see 
anything. It was too bad that the altimeter was so unreliable. It kept 
winding and unwinding rapidly, and I guessed that it hadn't been kept in 
good repa_l r. 

Anyway, fol lowing thls plan, I began to come down . Just then the left 
engine quit. No warnlng, nothing, It just quit. Jerry made a sort of gurgling 
noise then, and it was about the first thing he had said since we left. I 
P-xplained that there was nothlng to worry about, as we had another engine that 
we hadn't even used yat. So, I started the right engine, and Jerry felt better 
after that, and he went to sleep. 

Well, pretty soon, we did get down far enough so that I could see the ground. 
It was pretty dark under the clouds, and if- it weren't for the I ightning flashes, 
it would have been hard to fin~ any good landmarks. Then I spotted a highway, 
and remembered there was a highway near the a i rp-ort we were headed tow a rd, so 
I followed it. It was difficult to read the road signs in al I the rain, and I 
had to stay pretty low. Several cars ran off the road when we passed them, and 
I could see it was true about flying being a lot safer than driving. 

After a while we did find the airport, but had to fly around the tower a few 
times to make sure it was the right one. I didn't want to make a mistake and 
have everyone know I was just a student pilot. They were very hospitable at 
the airport, and flashed al I sorts of colored I ights as a welcome. So I landed 
and slid up to the parking area. - <The operator should have mentioned that you 
have to put the gear down again.) Everybody there was pretty excited. It was 
easy to see they had never seen a Piper Apache before. Jerry was sti I I sleeping 
soundly and I had to have help to carry him to the restaurant. 

Wei I, I certainly learned about flying from that . and I want to pass on some 
good advice to other student pilots! 

Don't believe everything you hear----the food was t errible! 

-:/Jo You ,I 
C4;- r~ t·,·_., t'\ 77..f I~- ~ --- • 
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SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN: 
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT 

9007 SAN BENITO 214/327-4324 

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST 
Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites. 

Restricted 
Municipal Water 

2900 ft. Paved & Ughted Runway 
contact John Austin 1 347-2373 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

George Carrol (214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY 
7204 PARWELK 

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 

ATTENTION: HOMEBUILDERS! ! ! 

USED AIRPLANE PARTS 

PAUL CAMP 

214/227-4569 LANCASTER AIRPORT 

NEW! NEW! 
We are Now Distributors for DITZLER 

Aircraft Paints 
All Colors Supplied from Stock ... 

GEM SUPPLY 
We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies, 

Ground Support Equipment & More. 

8122 DENTON DRIVE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 Phone (214) 350-7066 

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER. 
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind--
Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let: 

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY 

Find Answer to Your Particular Need. 

Just Call: 
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson 
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635 

M. J. KRUGER 817 /533-2307 
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660 

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND 
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS. 

~ 
SEATON & SEATON 

AIR CONDITIONING 
SERVICE 

NORMAN N . SEATON. CFI 214-270-3791 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Used Parts 
f:ngines 
ilad,o~ 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS 
8701 Cardinal Road 

Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
(across from Mangham Airport) 

BOBBY OSBORN 
Bus. 817-281-8468 

Res. (metro) 268-2786 

!AIRPLANE KITSI 
wnom 

ASSQIIUS 

AlllOAFT PLYWOOD HARDWARE 

ALPHA AVIA TIOH Sum y Co. 
~ P. 0 . BOX64r •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 1540r 

214 .. 55-3593 
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